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Crossed Lines 

 

The Sankala Group places a quasi-religious emphasis on knowing the fundamentals of the S&P 

500.   Each year, as the first quarter closes, we look back at finalized annual results and put 

deeper thought into the index’s outlook for the next year. 

As investors who live in the United States, the S&P 500 holds very special meaning for us.  It is 

denominated in our own currency and is constituted by leading firms we buy products and 

services from every day.  It is a superior index to the Dow Jones Industrial Average in its 

construction and breadth, and has $7.8 trillion benchmarked to it – the most of any equity 

index globally.   If we don’t understand it fully we have little basis from which to make 

judgments about any other investments.  The S&P 500 has its own gravitational field – one our 

portfolios simply cannot escape. 
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2015 saw a few critical developments in the index.  First, I no longer need to try to convince you 

that earnings for these 500 companies are set to shrink.  Earnings fell over the full year period, 

by a significant amount: 

 

S&P 500 Sales, Earnings & Dividends     

2014 2015* YoY % Change 

Sales $1,163 $1,127 -3.11% 

Operating Earnings $113 $100 -11.13% 

Reported Earnings $102 $86 -15.48% 

Dividends $39 $43 10.00% 

 Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC (*495 of 500 Reported) 

 

  

I also included some details on the dividends paid by the index because it helps illustrate the 

second important development in 2015.  While earnings shrank double digits, dividends 

continued to grow at an above average pace, rising 10% from 2014 levels. 

This dividend growth is interesting when viewed in conjunction with corporate share buybacks, 

which is the other main avenue these companies use to return money to shareholders.  In 2015 

the 500 companies gave shareholders a total of $954 billion in dividends and share buybacks.  

How much did they earn in 2015?  Only $885 billion. 

Where does that extra $69 billion come from that they didn’t earn but gave away?  That is a 

tremendous question.  In the strictest sense, that money came off corporate balance sheets, 

and created a net loss of equity.  That is, the companies we are left with are now worth less, 

and since some of these payouts were financed with debt, our companies are also more 

leveraged as well.  This saddles them with liabilities in the future that are not backing 

productive business activities, but are rather simply lining the pockets of current shareholders. 

One of my favorite analysts, Ed Yardini, has done a great job illustrating this reality and showing 

how it compares to previous market tops.  In the chart below we are concerned with the green 

line (earnings) and orange line (payouts) on the upper plot.   I’ve gone ahead and circled the 

areas of particular interest in red, noting when these two lines crossed.   These “crossings” are 

indicators of extreme greed.   They are moments when companies give away money they aren’t 

making: 
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A healthy corporate environment is an environment where companies earn money (green line) 

and give some portion of it back to owners (orange line) while also saving some to invest and 

grow the business.  It is no different than how a healthy household looks.  Earning, saving, and 

investing.  When this is happening correctly the green line should be above the orange line – as 

it is in most years.  When extreme greed prevails something different takes place.  The amount 

being given to owners exceeds what the company earns, and the lines cross.  You can see the 

last crossing happened in 2007, just prior to crisis.  

Critics of this analysis are likely to point out that there aren’t too many good things to do with 

money right now, so giving it back to shareholders makes sense.  Let shareholders invest it 

poorly rather than giving management the responsibility for investing it poorly.  There is 

certainly logic to that – it serves executives well, and shareholders also believe they are doing 

well because they don’t yet perceive the harm being accrued in the future by the early payouts 

and underinvestment.  

Other critics might suggest that I’ve been warning on this topic for more than two years – 

starting well before the lines even crossed.  Where has that gotten us? To that, I’d point to the 

fact that measured from the beginning of March the S&P 500 was essentially flat over the last 

24 months.  Not much has been lost in opportunity over the last two years through 

circumspection and conservatism.   
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The recent rebound in March certainly called this stance into question.  My view is that this 

rally is a temporary snap-back that will not last.   Trading volumes are fading. We also know the 

S&P 500 traded around the same level we have today (2050) at the end of 2014.  If earnings 

have fallen by double digits since 2014, why should we pay the same amount for materially less 

earnings today? 

Some people say it makes sense to pay up because interest rates are so low.  That popular view 

doesn’t resonate for me because the facts actually suggest otherwise.  The average yield on the 

10 year Treasury was 1.89% in 2014.  It climbed 13% to 2.12% in 2015.  Rates have not fallen, 

they have risen.  The Fed now seems intent on ushering them higher still.  This should make 

those shrunken earnings even less attractive, not more attractive. 

I always worry when the numbers simply don’t add up.  If you look at a project’s revenues and 

expenses and they just don’t jive, you should skip the project until they do.   

On the next page you will find our core long-term analysis.  Each year I offer a new estimate for 

the price level of the S&P 500.  This year, even if I assume some earnings lost from the energy 

sector come back, I simply cannot make the numbers add up until I drop the price on the S&P 

500 to 1850 or below. Staying patient is difficult, but the math continues to prescribe it for us.   

Fortunately, the more extreme these imbalances become, the more likely we will be looking at 

another good cycle for making investments soon.  Our work now it trying to make sure we are 

in a strong position when the numbers add up again.
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Harold A.    Hallstein IV 
Sankala Group LLC  

T: (720) 310-0605  

 

Sankala Group LLC’s communications should not be considered by any client or prospective client as a solicitation or recommendation to affect 

any transactions in securities.   Any direct communication by Sankala Group LLC with a client or prospective client will be carried out by a 

representative that is either registered with or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration in the state where the prospective client 

resides.   Sankala Group LLC does not make any representations or warranties as to the accuracy, timeliness, suitability, completeness, or 

relevance of any information presented in this communication, or by any unaffiliated third party.   All such information is provided solely for 

illustrative purposes. 

Different types of investments involve various degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the performance of any specific investment or 

investment strategy, including those undertaken or recommended by Sankala Group LLC, will be profitable or equal any historical performance 

level.   All investments carry some risk of partial or complete capital loss.    No client or prospective client should assume that this communication 

serves as a substitute for personalized advice from Sankala Group LLC, or from another investment professional.   Sankala Group LLC is neither 

an attorney nor an accountant, and no portion of the communication should be interpreted as legal, accounting or tax advice. 

 

As a condition of receiving this communication, each client and prospective client agrees to release and holds harmless Sankala Group LLC and 

its employees and agents from any and all adverse outcomes resulting from any of his/her/its actions which are independent of receipt of 

personalized individual advice from Sankala Group LLC. 

 

  


